
 

Conquer the Corporate World through Soft Skills 
 

 

"There is only one corner of the universe you can be certain of improving... and that's your 

own self.  ---- Aldous Huxley 

 

In today’s world, with high complexities in personal and professional relationships & 

increasing competition in every field, it is not enough to just have an excellent IQ. Today the 

employers are seeking much more than just being very proficient in one’s area or domain. 

Being good at Marketing, HR, Finance or IT is not the only criteria for success in 

professional life. Employers look for people who are not only excellent in their own specific 

areas but are also proficient in communication skills, presentation skills and can develop, 

manage and work in a team. 

 

The corporate people feel that the technical knowledge can be enhanced by imparting 

training to the individual but it is very difficult to develop soft skills at organization end. Mr. 

Bipin Malhotra, GM, Reliance Industries, in a Management Meet at ICFAI National 

College, Gurgaon, said “While recruiting individuals, we prefer people who are rather 

average in their domain knowledge but have good communication skills and can work and 

manage a team, rather than an individual who may be highly intelligent but not a team 

worker.” 

 

Every graduate is aspiring to enter into a corporate world with a Management degree. In a 

sense this is right also. MBA trains and develops the students and gives them a chance to 

serve the organizations with the knowledge that they possess. But does every MBA institute 

grooms the students with the domain knowledge and the soft skills? With the mushrooming 

of MBA institutes the value of MBA has reduced but looking at the positive aspect it has 

also given a chance to the majority of the students who do not get the MBA admission in the 

best institutes. Are all these small institutes doing justice with the students? We can’t say! 

But one thing is very sure. Maximum institutes are focusing on the domain knowledge only. 

Subjects like FM, MM, HRM can be taught in the classroom and can be studied at home. 

Soft skills help one to excel in the work place and their importance cannot be denied in this 

age of information and management. 

 

Effective communication and interpersonal skills are crucial to increase employment 

opportunities, to acquire good placement and to compete successfully in business 

environment. It helps to develop their personality, upgrade their communication and 

presentation skills and to develop, manage and work in a team. They play an important role 

in the development of the students’ overall personality, thereby enhancing their career 



 
prospects. The soft skills training provides strong practical orientation to the students and 

helps them in building and improving their communication skills, the effective use of 

English, business correspondence, presentations, team building, leadership, time 

management, GD, interviews and interpersonal skills, effective resume writing and corporate 

etiquettes, telephone and email etiquettes etc. 

 

In two years time, a student not only finds himself very thorough with other domain subjects 

but with acquired soft skills he also feels confident to conquer the corporate world and come 

out as a winner. 
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